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January 25, 1925:
The Chrysler Corporation was founded by Walter Chrysler.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer released the blockbuster - Ben Hur.
The Charleston is the dance of the day.
In Malta, Emmanuel Calleja had other things on his mind. On this day he opened the doors to
a small space in Fleur de Lys Road, B’Kara. Starting out as one of only four people on the island
licensed to perform industrial electrical installation, he hit the ground running by helping the Pace
Brothers lay the electrical foundations for a town that is today the heart of Maltese nightlife –
Paceville.
Over a short period of time, Emmanuel’s burgeoning reputation saw his client list slowly shift to
serving the needs of other electrical contractors and organisations of national prominence, who
relied on him as a vital source of electrical supplies for their projects. With a new viewpoint on how
his expertise could contribute to his company’s progress, he moved to a bigger space across the
street to accommodate a growing sales staff of over 25 people and added his 3 sons as partners..

E. Calleja & Sons

“

		 Calleja is driven by beliefs that have
transcended economic cycles, generations of
products and trusted employees. We remain
committed to a solutions-oriented approach
that makes: dedication, innovation and
personal responsibility in our relationships as
important as the products we sell.

By 1970, the firm was riding an unprecedented wave of growth, driven by Malta’s electrical
distribution conversion from 110 volts to 240 volts. With more than 50 employees and dozens of
projects spilling into hallways, E. Calleja & Sons opened a new chapter in its history. A few blocks
south from Fluer de Lys, at Bishop Labini Street B’Kara, the firm took over a 5,000-square-metre
building that some 10 years earlier, had housed a cinema called ‘The Metropole’.
This was converted into two sales floors, a showroom, multi-level storage facilities and an
administration area. The additional space was quickly consumed by new employees, and
representation of over 40 internationally renowned brands; including ABB and Osram..

A path to the future
Today, faced with the difficult task of maintaining the legacy left behind by Emmanuel and his sons,
we, the current generation of Callejas, recognised that younger electrical supplies buyers were
increasingly associating our organisation with their fathers and grandfathers, not themselves.
The bold decision to rebrand was taken. New measures included a complete review of the
company’s direction and long term goals, the launch of new product lines, a new graphic identity,
new marketing materials and major changes in the architecture of the showrooms. Of course,
these changes are just the tip of the iceberg. Calleja is plotting a new course to the future – with
great people, innovative products, operational excellence, fiscal discipline and last but not least
– a powerful brand.
We promise that our determination to continually protect and strengthen a legacy 85 years in the
making, will result in an extraordinary return on any investment you make with us.
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The achievement of customer
satisfaction leads to company
loyalty and product repurchase.

The management structure
The company is structured in a manner, which permits a more aggressive marketing orientation, in line with the policies
established by the Board. In addition, the clear distinctions between the Finance, Operations and Marketing departments
enable a rational structuring of the company, and a more effective allocation of resources.
Top management is aided by a number of senior personnel in the day to day running and decisions of the company. These
officials, together with the respective staff members working in teams, ensure that the company’s ultimate objectives and
targets are met efficiently and effectively. The company is a dynamic organisation, characterised with high-calibre motivated
staff, keeping abreast of developments within the ever-changing marketing environment.

Board of Directors
Left to Right: Joseph Calleja Sr., Stephen Calleja, Joseph Calleja Jr., Etienne Galea.

Our Management Stucture:
Managing
Director

Directors

Administration
The administration department mainly
supports the directors by sorting travel
arrangements, meetings, appointments,
and logging minutes during meetings.
Other important roles are the management
of general office duties, managing vacancies
and updating the company’s policies and
procedures whilst communicating such
decisions with the staff.

Marketing
The marketing department takes care
of promoting the company’s image. A
marketing plan is developed and rolled
out on various media according to a predetermined budget.

IT
The IT department hosts and maintains the
company’s digital information systems and
infrastructure, whilst keeping the company
up to date with recent technologies.

Front office sales
This department is equipped with
professional counter salesmen who are
technically trained to handle customers’
requests and problems.

Back office sales
The team of our back-office salesmen is
responsible to call at all retail outlets that
are supplied by Calleja on a regular basis.
These salesman collect orders and keep
the customers adjourned with our latest
products.

Engineering and Technical Sales
The engineering and technical sales
department can undertake any special
projects relating to the electrical and
ancillary services from concept stage
through to completion.

After Sales Service
Accounts
Duties of this department include: the
monitoring, controlling and budgeting the
finance of the company while ensuring
adherence to International Accounting
Standards and all recent Maltese
legislations.

The after sales service team provides a
technical back-up service, which include
servicing and repairing of products supplied
by the company; On-site inspections and
maintenance work; Testing of electrical
systems to comply with the local corporation
legal requirements and power factor
measurement for single and three phase
systems.
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“

		

Consulting
Engineers

Designers /
Architects

Contractors /
Trades People

This group’s primary interactions
with Calleja happen via e-mail and
over the phone, so they rarely visit
the showroom in person. While
they are not overly concerned with
aesthetics, they have a propensity
to spend a little more to safeguard
their personal reputation. Because
they are middlemen between the
project contractor and electrical
supplier, shortcomings in service or
supplies will certainly have an effect
on their credibility.

Usually, this group has little
influence in the decision making
process involved with the purchase
of electrical supplies. They are
primarily involved with products
that have aesthetic appeal, such as
lighting and designer switches, etc.

For this group, low price makes all
other factors pale to insignificance.
Their brand preference is driven by
the size of the supplier’s commission
and the duration of payment terms
on offer. Other important factors are
speedy order fulfillment and stock
availability of sundry items. While
they represent a sizeable segment,
in terms of the profitability they
represent the group with the least
appeal.

While they may currently be satisfied
with Calleja, because of the generic
nature of the products and service
offered, they are not loyal clients
and will happily switch from Calleja
to another brand. The watchword
for this group is ‘convenience’.

The needstates of customers that interact

with our company vary depending on a range

“

of demographic factors, with different segments

engaging in different activities and seeking to satisfy
different motives. These profiles determine who our
customers are, what they value and how they can
be targeted.

Primary needs: in order of
importance are: value for money
products, prompt and accurate
replies to requests and quotations,
technical support and stock
availability.
Important: sometimes engineers are
employed by larger organizations
to administer and maintain the
in-house needs of organizations
(hotels and hospitals are examples
of this). These customers are more
loyal, and have great influence in
the final decision when it comes to
purchasing. In this case, the ‘delivery
service’ becomes an important
factor.

This group has the potential to be
loyal to customers with high repeat
purchase rates. They are very good
brand influencers that are willing to
recommend their preferred brands
to anyone that will listen.
Primary
needs:
aesthetically
appealing products, known brands,
personal service, stock availability
and technical assistance. Prototype
product: currently, this group
associates Calleja with industrial
products and cheap, functional
lighting.

Primary
needs:
low
price,
commission, stock availability,
speedy order fulfillment and quick
replies to requests for quotations.
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It is obvious that the products we sell play an important role in our ability to add value
for our clients. However, the greatest potential for us to do this is our dedication to the
success of each of our clients.
Calleja stocks a wide range of hundreds of electrical and lighting products, all from
reputable brands. This range of products has been moulded over the past decades by
continuously listening to the clients’ needs, and simultaneously keeping close contact
with the suppliers to source the best possible products.
The fruit of this can be seen nowadays in Calleja’s ability to supply a growing list of
complete and professional electrical solutions for a variety of environments.

Our areas of expertise include:
• Domestic installation equipment
• Domestic, decorative and industrial lighting
• MCBs, distribution boxes and accessories
• Industrial switchgear
• Power factor correction units
• Conduit, trunking, trays and fixing accessories
• Cable management accessories
• Air ventilation supplies
• Water pumps
For further information about our ranges of products visit
www.calleja.com.mt/products
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We work with engineers, architects, interior

our PROJECTS

designers, and tradespeople - supplying
not only innovative electrical products
but also insight, expertise
and resources to help
customers integrate
them into fabric
of their projects.

Partnering with clients, Calleja delivers electrical expertise, resources
and products dedicated to enhancing the success of its customers.
Calleja’s growing list of prestigious lighting projects from both
private and Government entities is testament to our exemplary
service. These range widely from from supply of 33KV switchgear to
the design, supply, installation and commissioning of urban street
lighting. The following are a few recent examples:

Pender Gardens
Pender Gardens is a prestigious self-contained development covering
an area of 18,500 square metres, strategically located in St. Julian’s.
It offers all the amenities of a metropolitan centre, yet with all the
comforts and security of an exclusive community, where everything
is within easy reach.
Pender Contracting’s brief specified that the chosen solution would
need to compliment the central piazza’s ‘oasis’ theme. Following a
3D photometric analysis of the site, Calleja developed a solution that
directs light only where it is intended.
Lighting solutions for this type of project require an effective
design concept, careful luminaire technology selection and expert
installation.

Victoria Gate – Valletta:
The gate, built by the British in 1884-85 to a design by Emanuel
Galizia, was named after Queen Victoria. It replaced the single arch
Marina Gate built at the time of the knights complete with a draw
bridge.
Victoria Gate, Valletta’s oldest, has recently undergone full restoration
and was unveiled on 17th May 2010 after a month-long project.
Calleja Ltd. was involved in the design and implementation of the
architectural lighting system at Victoria Gate. The Gate had been
neglected and badly lit for many years and it had always been our
wish to have an adequate lighting system installed on this piece of
architectural heritage.

Stephen Calleja
+356 2144 0342
stephen@calleja.com.mt
Joseph Calleja
+356 2144 0341
joseph@calleja.com.mt
Lilliana Said
+356 2144 0342
lsaid@calleja.com.mt

Calleja Limited
31, Bishop Labini Street,
B’Kara BKR 1270 Malta.

www.calleja.com.mt

